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NOTICES 
PUBLICATION ALERTS 
If you have had a paper or book published, or you see something which would be of interest to the group, do please send me 
a publication alert so that I can include it in the newsletter. Many thanks to those who have already sent in alerts.  
If there is a journal you feel I should be tracking on a regular basis, do let me know.  
And if you have any other ideas for extending the “EAORC experience”, please contact me. 
 

PUBLICATION ALERT – Concerning Germanic Straw Bears, St. Nicholas & The Last Sheaf 
Creative Commons (2021) 

ROSLYN M. FRANK – Concerning Germanic Straw Bears, St. Nicholas & The Last Sheaf 

When analyzing the traditional ritual activities connected to European Good-Luck Visits we find that the actors utilize 
different types of plant-based materials to make their costumes. Symbolically, these objects form part of a larger class of 
objects and actions whose purpose is to ensure the health and well-being of those whose households are visited as well as to 
contribute to the fecundity and health of their domestic animals. As we shall see, the integration of natural plant-based 
materials in such traditional performances is not limited to the employment of these items as props with symbolic value. 
Rather vegetation, specifically, various types of straw (wheat, rye, oats, spelt or pea-straw) have been used, quite literally, to 
construct the very costumes worn by a  
specific class of bear performers, known collectively as Strohbären, that is straw bears. Whereas utilization of straw in the 
confection of these costumes is commonly associated with the bear actors of Bavaria, similar costumes are found in other 
parts of Germany, Austria, the Czech Republic and Poland. In those cases, the straw, whether intricately woven and plaited or 
loosely gathered around the body of the actor, is the exposed. It is the visible outer ‘coat’ of the performer. 
https://www.academia.edu/47735169/Concerning_Germanic_Straw_Bears_St_Nicholas_and_The_Last_Sheaf  
 

ACADEMIA.EDU – Origin of the Genus Homo 
Evo Edu Outreach 3, 353-366 (2010) 

HOLLY M. DUNSWORTH – Origin of the Genus Homo 

The origin of the genus Homo in Africa signals the beginning of the shift from increasingly bipedal apes to primitive, large-
brained, stone tool-making, meat-eaters that traveled far and wide. This early part of the human genus is represented by 
three species: Homo habilis, Homo rudolfensis, and Homo erectus. H. habilis is known for retaining primitive features that 
link it to australopiths and for being the first stone tool makers. Little is known about H. rudolfensis except that it had a 

https://www.academia.edu/47735169/Concerning_Germanic_Straw_Bears_St_Nicholas_and_The_Last_Sheaf


relatively large brain and large teeth compared to H. habilis and that it overlapped in time and space with other early Homo. 
Our understanding of the paleobiology and evolution of the larger-brained H. erectus is enhanced due to its rich fossil record. 
H. erectus was the first obligate, fully committed biped, and with a body adapted for modern striding locomotion, it was also 
the first in the human lineage to disperse outside of Africa. The early members of the genus Homo are the first to tip the 
scale from the more apish side of our evolutionary history toward the more human one 
https://www.academia.edu/10282265/Origin_of_the_Genus_Homo  
 

RESEARCHGATE – The symbolic revolution: A sexual conflict model 
The Oxford Handbook of Symbolic Evolution. A. Lock, C. Sinha and N. Gonthier, Eds. Oxford: Oxford University Press (2021). 

CAMILLA POWER, IAN WATTS & CHRIS KNIGHT – The symbolic revolution: A sexual conflict model 

This chapter presents a Darwinian account of how humans became the symbolic species. It challenges the widely held idea 
that symbolic culture did not emerge until long after our African speciation. Red ochre use appears as a cumulative cultural 
tradition emerging prior to modern humans, becoming ubiquitous with modern Homo sapiens. One argument for the 
evolution of within-group cooperation has been inter-group conflict, but this is unlikely to result in sexual morality. An 
alternative model of “reverse dominance” or “gender” warfare is explored, generating playful, ritual contest between the 
sexes. As a reproductive strategy, women in coalitions resisted dominant male attempts to monopolize fertile females 
without providing adequate investment. Ritual bodypaint performances established symbolic culture, morality, kinship, and 
the sexual division of labor. Investor males drove the success of this symbolic strategy through sexual selection of ritually 
decorated females, linked to the plateau of encephalization in modern humans. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/350124338_The_symbolic_revolution_A_sexual_conflict_model  
 

PSYARXIV PREPRINTS – Book review: “Neanderthal Language” by Rudolf Botha 
PETAR GABRIĆ – Book review: “Neanderthal Language: Demystifying the Linguistic Powers of Our Extinct Cousins” by 

Rudolf Botha 

Recently, we have witnessed an explosion of studies and discussions claiming that Neanderthals engaged in a range of 
“symbolic” behaviors, including personal ornament use (Radovčić et al. 2015), funerary practices (Balzeau et al. 2020), visual 
arts (Hoffmann et al. 2018), body aesthetics (Roebroeks et al. 2012), etc. In Palaeolithic archaeology, it has become 
mainstream to axiomatically infer from these putative behaviors that Neanderthals engaged in symbol use and that 
Neanderthals thus possessed some form of language. Rudolf Botha’s bombastic title Neanderthal Language: Demystifying the 
Linguistic Powers of Our Extinct Cousins provides a detailed and very critical overview of the archaeological hypotheses and 
speculations about Neanderthal language. 
https://psyarxiv.com/zs37p/ 
 

NEWS 
BREAKING SCIENCE – South African Cave Sheltered Human Ancestors 1.8 Million Years Ago 
A team of paleoanthropologists from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, CNRS and the University of Toronto has examined 
artifacts and sediments found in Wonderwerk Cave, a 140-m-long cave located in the eastern flanks of the Kuruman Hills, 
between the towns of Danielskuil and Kuruma, in the Northern Cape Province of South Africa. 
http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/BreakingScienceNews/~3/_c4RvZUg3mE/oldowan-wonderwerk-cave-09597.html  
 

NATURE BRIEFING – Can we talk to animals? 
Researchers are using machine-learning algorithms to decode communication between animals, and possibly connect us with 
intelligent species such as dolphins, elephants and our fellow great apes. But some researchers doubt that genuine 
translation is possible between species that don't share fundamental perceptual and cognitive processes. “You can’t just 
have a Skype conversation,” says physicist and dolphin researcher Marcelo Magnasco. “We will need to understand what it is 
to be a dolphin.” 
https://nature.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=2c6057c528fdc6f73fa196d9d&id=cbca859dfe&e=1db4b9a19b  
 

SAPIENS – Finding and Losing the World’s Oldest Art in Sulawesi 
An anthropologist goes back to see Sulawesi cave paintings he reported in Indonesia decades ago—and mourns their 
degradation and loss. 
https://www.sapiens.org/archaeology/sulawesi-cave-paintings/  
 

SCIENCE DAILY – A new perspective on the genomes of archaic humans 
Researchers examined 14,000 genetic differences between modern humans and our most recent ancestors at a new level of 
detail. They found that differences in gene activation - not just genetic code - could underlie evolution of the brain and vocal 
tract. 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210426154805.htm  
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SCIENCE DAILY – Can a newborn's brain discriminate speech sounds? 
People's ability to perceive speech sounds has been deeply studied, specially during someone's first year of life, but what 
happens during the first hours after birth? Are babies born with innate abilities to perceive speech sounds, or do neural 
encoding processes need to age for some time? 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210426111601.htm  
 

SCIENCE DAILY – Was North America populated by 'stepping stone' migration across Bering Sea? 
A new study may answer 'one of the greatest mysteries of our time . . . when humans made the first bold journey to the 
Americas.' 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210429112423.htm  
 

SCIENCE DAILY – How does the brain flexibly process complex information? 
Human decision-making depends on the flexible processing of complex information, but how the brain may adapt processing 
to momentary task demands has remained unclear. Researchers have now outlined several crucial neural processes revealing 
that our brain networks may rapidly and flexibly shift from a rhythmic to a 'noisy' state when the need to process information 
increases. 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210429095213.htm  
 

SCIENCE DAILY – Discarded ostrich eggshells provide timeline for our early African ancestors 
Dating early human middens becomes uncertain beyond 50,000 years, when radiocarbon dating ceases to be useful. 
Uranium-series dating of marine shells and bone is uncertain by some 10% because of the structure of these materials. A 
team has now improved the method for a more stable discard: ostrich eggshells. The method extends the accuracy and 
precision of radiocarbon 10 times into the past, to about 500,000 years ago. 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210430093136.htm  
 

SCIENCE DAILY – Mapping the 'superhighways' traveled by the first Australians 
'Superhighways' used by a population of up to 6.5 million Indigenous Australians to navigate the continent tens of thousands 
of years ago have been revealed by new research using sophisticated modelling of past people and landscapes. 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210429112406.htm  
 

THE CONVERSATION – One incredible ocean crossing may have made human evolution possible 
Given tens of millions of years, wildly improbable events – like primates crossing oceans – are almost a given. 
https://theconversation.com/one-incredible-ocean-crossing-may-have-made-human-evolution-possible-157479 
 

PUBLICATIONS 
Animal Behaviour  
PAPERS 

ALAIN HOULE & RICHARD W. WRANGHAM – Contest competition for fruit and space among wild chimpanzees in 

relation to the vertical stratification of metabolizable energy 

Variance in the quality of food sites exploited by group-living animals should allow dominant individuals to gain feeding 
advantages. In some cases of eating in large patches, however, the amount of agonism can be puzzlingly low. We studied this 
problem in wild adult chimpanzees, Pan troglodytes, eating ripe fruits in large tree crowns, a context in which little 
aggression has previously been recorded. Observations were conducted from within the same tree crown as feeding 
chimpanzees, which allowed us to obtain high-quality data on food distribution, feeding behaviour and aggression. We 
assessed energy availability and chimpanzee behaviour in relation to their feeding depth. Deeper food sites were associated 
with less metabolizable food energy (kcal/m3) and lower energy intake rates (kcal/min). Energy availability also varied by tree 
type (higher in drupe trees than in fig trees) and fruit ripeness (higher in riper fruits). Males were dominant to females, and 
within both sexes aggressive interactions conformed to a linear hierarchy. Overall higher-ranking individuals used aggression 
and dominance to access superior feeding sites and achieve higher rates of energy intake, but the effects of dominance 
varied according to tree type, sex and party composition. Our study shows that covert contest competition over feeding sites 
gave dominant individuals an important advantage even in very large patches. 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0003347221000737  
 

MIGUEL BARBOSA & MICHAEL B. MORRISSEY – The distinction between repeatability and correlation in studies of 

animal behaviour 

We review the concepts of correlation and repeatability, as they are key components to studies of consistent individual 
differences in behaviour, commonly termed personality. These two concepts are widely used in an interchangeable way, 
which is sensible when studying consistency of behaviour within a single context. However, their quantitative values and 
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qualitative meaning can diverge greatly when they are applied to understanding consistency of behaviour across contexts. 
Some scenarios exist where one is defined, and the other is not. Importantly, in scenarios where they are both defined, they 
need not be of the same sign. We provide an explicit mathematical analysis of the two concepts to disambiguate their 
meanings. Finally, we use an explicit, but simple, mathematical analysis to address the meaning of negative correlations 
across contexts, an issue that has been widely and conspicuously avoided to date in discussions of behavioural correlations. 
We hope that our mathematical investigation of the different aspects of consistent individual differences in behaviour 
encapsulated by correlations and repeatabilities can facilitate the application of these quantities in empirical studies of 
animal personality. 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0003347221000786  
 

Current Biology 
PAPERS 

JOSEPH HENRICH – Cultural evolution: Is causal inference the secret of our success? 

A new study investigates hunters’ causal understandings of bow design and mechanics among the Hadza, one of the last 
remaining foraging populations. The results suggest that sophisticated technology can evolve without complete causal 
understanding. 
https://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960-9822(21)00220-7  
 

Evolutionary Human Sciences 
PAPERS 

HANZHI ZHANG & RUTH MACE – Cultural extinction in evolutionary perspective 

Cultural diversity is disappearing quickly. Whilst a phylogenetic approach makes explicit the continuous extinction of cultures, 
and the generation of new ones, cultural evolutionary changes such as the rise of agriculture or more recently colonisation 
can cause periods of mass cultural extinction. At the current rate, 90% of languages will become extinct or moribund by the 
end of this century. Unlike biological extinction, cultural extinction does not necessarily involve genetic extinction or even 
deaths, but results from the disintegration of a social entity and discontinuation of culture-specific behaviours. Here we 
propose an analytical framework to examine the phenomenon of cultural extinction. When examined over millennia, 
extinctions of cultural traits or institutions can be studied in a phylogenetic comparative framework that incorporates 
archaeological data on ancestral states. Over decades or centuries, cultural extinction can be studied in a behavioural ecology 
framework to investigate how the fitness consequences of cultural behaviours and population dynamics shift individual 
behaviours away from the traditional norms. Frequency-dependent costs and benefits are key to understanding both the 
origin and the loss of cultural diversity. We review recent evolutionary studies that have informed cultural extinction 
processes and discuss avenues of future studies. 
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/evolutionary-human-sciences/article/cultural-extinction-in-evolutionary-
perspective/035F093515E2A445FCA0D78DA542075B  
 

Frontiers in Communication 
PAPERS 

DIANA FORKER – Complexity and Its Relation to Variation 

This paper is concerned with the relationship between complexity and variation. The main goal is to lay out the conceptual 
foundations and to develop and systematize reasonable hypotheses such as to set out concrete research questions for future 
investigations. I first compare how complexity and variation have synchronically been studied and what kinds of questions 
have been asked in those studies. Departing from earlier surveys of different definitions of complexity, here I classify the 
majority of complexity studies into two broad types based on two ways of defining this concept. The first type determines 
and measures linguistic complexity by counting numbers of items (e.g., linguistic forms or rules and interactions between 
forms). The second type makes use of transparency and the principle of One-Meaning–One-Form. In addition, linguistic 
complexity has been defined by means of concepts from information theory, namely in terms of description length or 
information content, but those studies are in the minority. Then I define linguistic variation as a situation when two or more 
linguistic forms have identical or largely identical meaning and it is possible to use either the one or the other variant. 
Variation can be free or linguistically or socially conditioned. I argue that there is an implicational relationship between 
complexity of the first type that is defined in terms of numbers of items and variation. Variation is a type of complexity 
because it implies the existence of more than one linguistic form per meaning. But not every type of complexity involves 
variation because complexity defined on the basis of transparency does not necessarily imply the existence of more than one 
form. In the following I discuss extralinguistic factors that (possibly) have an impact on socially conditioned variation and/or 
complexity and can lead to an increase or decrease of complexity and/or variation. I conclude with suggestions of how to 
further examine the relationship between complexity and variation. 
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fcomm.2021.632468/full  
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GERTRAUD FENK-OCZLON & JÜRGEN PILZ – Linguistic Complexity: Relationships Between Phoneme Inventory Size, 

Syllable Complexity, Word and Clause Length, and Population Size 

Starting from a view on language as a complex, hierarchically organized system composed of many parts that have many 
interactions, this paper investigates statistical relationships between the linguistic variables “phoneme inventory size,” 
“syllable size,” “length of words,” “length of clauses,” and the nonlinguistic variable “population size.” By analyzing parallel 
textual material of 61 languages (18 language families) we found strong positive correlations between phoneme inventory 
size, mean number of phonemes per syllable, and mean number of monosyllables. We observed significant negative 
correlations between phoneme inventory size and the mean length of words and the mean length of clauses, measured as 
number of syllables. We then correlated the linguistic complexity data with estimated speaker population sizes and could 
reveal that languages with more speakers tend to have more phonemes per syllable, shorter words in number of syllables, a 
higher number of monosyllabic words, and a higher number of words per clause. Moreover, we reproduce the results of 
former studies that found a positive correlation between population size and phoneme inventory size for our language 
sample. The findings are discussed in light of previous research and within the framework of Systemic Typology. We propose 
that syllable complexity is a key factor in the correlations identified in this study, and that Zipf's law of Abbreviation explains 
the associations between “word length,” “syllable complexity,” “phoneme inventory size,” and the extralinguistic variable 
“population size.” 
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fcomm.2021.626032/full  
 

Frontiers in Psychology 
PAPERS 

JOHN L. LOCKE – The Indexical Voice: Communication of Personal States and Traits in Humans and Other Primates 

Many studies of primate vocalization have been undertaken to improve our understanding of the evolution of language. 
Perhaps, for this reason, investigators have focused on calls that were thought to carry symbolic information about the 
environment. Here I suggest that even if these calls were in fact symbolic, there were independent reasons to question this 
approach in the first place. I begin by asking what kind of communication system would satisfy a species’ biological needs. 
For example, where animals benefit from living in large groups, I ask how members would need to communicate to keep 
their groups from fragmenting. In this context, I discuss the role of social grooming and “close calls,” including lip-smacking 
and grunting. Parallels exist in human societies, where information is exchanged about all kinds of things, often less about 
the nominal topic than the communicants themselves. This sort of indexical (or personal) information is vital to group living, 
which presupposes the ability to tolerate, relate to, and interact constructively with other individuals. Making indexical 
communication the focus of comparative research encourages consideration of somatic and behavioral cues that facilitate 
relationships and social benefits, including cooperation and collaboration. There is ample room here for a different and 
potentially more fruitful approach to communication in humans and other primates, one that focuses on personal appraisals, 
based on cues originating with individuals, rather than signals excited by environmental events. 
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.651108/full  
 

Nature 
ARTICLES 

ELIZABETH STOKOE – Conversations, and how we end them 

How we feel about the duration of our conversations has rarely been studied. New research has asked people about the 
lengths of their conversations, and whether they end when they want them to. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-01074-z  
 

Nature Communications 
PAPERS 

COREY J. A. BRADSHAW et al with ZENOBIA JACOBS – Stochastic models support rapid peopling of Late Pleistocene 

Sahul 

The peopling of Sahul (the combined continent of Australia and New Guinea) represents the earliest continental migration 
and settlement event of solely anatomically modern humans, but its patterns and ecological drivers remain largely 
conceptual in the current literature. We present an advanced stochastic-ecological model to test the relative support for 
scenarios describing where and when the first humans entered Sahul, and their most probable routes of early settlement. 
The model supports a dominant entry via the northwest Sahul Shelf first, potentially followed by a second entry through New 
Guinea, with initial entry most consistent with 50,000 or 75,000 years ago based on comparison with bias-corrected 
archaeological map layers. The model’s emergent properties predict that peopling of the entire continent occurred rapidly 
across all ecological environments within 156–208 human generations (4368–5599 years) and at a plausible rate of 0.71–
0.92 km year−1. More broadly, our methods and approaches can readily inform other global migration debates, with results 
supporting an exit of anatomically modern humans from Africa 63,000–90,000 years ago, and the peopling of Eurasia in as 
little as 12,000–15,000 years via inland routes. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-21551-3  
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Nature Human Behaviour 
PAPERS 

STEFANI A. CRABTREE et al – Landscape rules predict optimal superhighways for the first peopling of Sahul 

Archaeological data and demographic modelling suggest that the peopling of Sahul required substantial populations, 
occurred rapidly within a few thousand years and encompassed environments ranging from hyper-arid deserts to temperate 
uplands and tropical rainforests. How this migration occurred and how humans responded to the physical environments they 
encountered have, however, remained largely speculative. By constructing a high-resolution digital elevation model for Sahul 
and coupling it with fine-scale viewshed analysis of landscape prominence, least-cost pedestrian travel modelling and high-
performance computing, we create over 125 billion potential migratory pathways, whereby the most parsimonious routes 
traversed emerge. Our analysis revealed several major pathways—superhighways—transecting the continent, that we 
evaluated using archaeological data. These results suggest that the earliest Australian ancestors adopted a set of 
fundamental rules shaped by physiological capacity, attraction to visually prominent landscape features and freshwater 
distribution to maximize survival, even without previous experience of the landscapes they encountered. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-021-01106-8  
 

Nature Reviews 
ARTICLES 

DOROTHY CLYDE – Bone-free ancient DNA 

Our understanding of human evolutionary history has benefited greatly from the analysis of ancient DNA but is limited by the 
scarcity of archaic hominid skeletal remains. Extraction of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) from Pleistocene sediments has been 
a notable step forwards but, unlike the nuclear genome, mtDNA informs only about matrilineal population history. Now, a 
study in Science reports the extraction and analysis of ancient hominid nuclear DNA from Paleolithic sediments, paving the 
way to a fuller picture of human evolution. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41576-021-00368-2  
 

Nature Scientific Reports 
PAPERS 

VALÉRIE ANDRIEU-PONEL et al – Continuous presence of proto-cereals in Anatolia since 2.3 Ma, and their possible co-

evolution with large herbivores and hominins 

Cereals are a central resource for the human diet and are traditionally assumed to have evolved from wild grasses at the 
onset of the Neolithic under the pressure of agriculture. Here we demonstrate that cereals may have a significantly longer 
and more diverse lineage, based on the study of a 0–2.3 Ma, 601 m long sedimentary core from Lake Acıgöl (South-West 
Anatolia). Pollen characteristic of cereals is abundant throughout the sedimentary sequence. The presence of large lakes 
within this arid bioclimatic zone led to the concentration of large herbivore herds, as indicated by the continuous occurrence 
of coprophilous fungi spores in the record. Our hypothesis is that the effects of overgrazing on soils and herbaceous stratum, 
during this long period, led to genetic modifications of the Poaceae taxa and to the appearance of proto-cereals. The 
simultaneous presence of hominins is attested as early as about 1.4 Ma in the lake vicinity, and 1.8 Ma in Georgia and Levant. 
These ancient hominins probably benefited from the availability of these proto-cereals, rich in nutrients, as well as various 
other edible plants, opening the way, in this region of the Middle East, to a process of domestication, which reached its full 
development during the Neolithic. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-86423-8  
 

KIM GENUITE et al – Dating the landscape evolution around the Chauvet-Pont d’Arc cave 

The Chauvet cave (UNESCO World Heritage site, France) is located in the Ardèche Gorge, a unique physical and cultural 
landscape. Its setting within the gorge—overlooking a meander cutoff containing a natural arch called the Pont d’Arc—is also 
remarkable. Investigating possible associations between sites’ physical and cultural settings, chronologies of human 
occupation, and access conditions has become a major theme in archeological research. The present study aims to 
reconstruct the landscape of the Pont d'Arc meander cutoff during the Upper Paleolithic, when humans were present in the 
Chauvet Cave. We used uranium-series and electron spin resonance analyses to date the formation of the Pont d’Arc natural 
arch in the Combe d’Arc meander cutoff, near the Chauvet Cave. Results show that the meander became totally cutoff 
between 108 and 138 ka (95%). Hence, the natural arch formed before the Upper Paleolithic and the first known human 
presence in the Chauvet Cave, dated to 37 ka cal BP. These results allowed us to reconstruct a key part of the landscape 
surrounding the Chauvet Cave when it was being used by Upper-Paleolithic societies. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-88240-5  
 

G. CHIERCHIA et al – Cooperation across multiple game theoretical paradigms is increased by fear more than anger in 

selfish individuals 

Cooperative decisions are well predicted by stable individual differences in social values but it remains unclear how they may 
be modulated by emotions such as fear and anger. Moving beyond specific decision paradigms, we used a suite of economic 
games and investigated how experimental inductions of fear or anger affect latent factors of decision making in individuals 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-021-01106-8
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41576-021-00368-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-86423-8
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-88240-5


with selfish or prosocial value orientations. We found that, relative to experimentally induced anger, induced fear elicited 
higher scores on a cooperation factor, and that this effect was entirely driven by selfish participants. In fact, induced fear 
brought selfish individuals to cooperate similarly to prosocial individuals, possibly as a (selfish) mean to seek protection in 
others. These results suggest that two basic threat-related emotions, fear and anger, differentially affect a generalized form 
of cooperation and that this effect is buffered by prosocial value orientation. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-88663-0  
 

Pediatric Research 
PAPERS 

RENÉE A. SHELLHAAS et al – Lateralized neonatal EEG coherence during sleep predicts language outcome 

Enriched language exposure may benefit infants in the neonatal intensive care unit. We hypothesized that changes in 
neonatal electroencephalogram (EEG) coherence during sleep, in response to maternal voice exposure, predict language 
development. 
Thirty-five neonates were included (N = 18 33-to-<35 weeks gestation; N = 17 ≥ 35 weeks). Predictive value of ICOH during 
neonatal non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep was left lateralized, and varied with gestational age and voice playback. 
ICOH in the left-hemispheric (C3-Cz; T3-Cz) channels across multiple EEG frequency bands was associated with 18-month 
language scores (rho = −0.34 to −0.48). The association was driven by neonates born at 33–34 weeks gestation, and a trend 
suggested a possible effect of maternal voice at some EEG frequencies. Right hemisphere ICOH (C4-Cz; T4-Cz) was not 
associated with language outcome. 
Left-hemispheric EEG functional connectivity during neonatal NREM sleep shows early signs of physiologic asymmetry that 
may predict language development. We speculate that sleep analyses could have unique prognostic value. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41390-021-01554-y  
 

PLoS One 
PAPERS 

LAURA C. DAPP & CLAUDIA M. ROEBERS – Metacognition and self-concept: Elaborating on a construct relation in first-

grade children 

Self-evaluations play an important role in various fields of study, specifically in research on metacognition and self-concept. 
Although the assumption that self-evaluations as known from metacognitive monitoring and academic self-concept are 
related has received wide agreement, the nature of such a relationship has only rarely been investigated. In the current 
study, the individual-differences approach that has occasionally addressed this association is discussed and extended 
twofold. For one, a novel way to compare metacognition and self-concept is presented by computing a self-concept bias—
analogous to metacognition research. For another, the study targeted a younger population, namely first-grade children. In 
line with previous studies, the results confirmed a weak relation between metacognitive monitoring and academic self-
concept when relating the two constructs at the absolute level of confidence. However, relating the constructs by means of 
the respective biases revealed a more substantial association. Thus, while previous studies have assumed the common 
thread between metacognition and self-concept to be best explained by a general confidence trait, the present study 
suggests the accuracy of self-evaluations to be at stake instead. Hence, by introducing a method to quantify a bias in self-
concept, the current study proposes a new and promising way to compare and relate the constructs of metacognition and 
self-concept. 
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0250845  
 

JANA VYRASTEKOVA – Social inclusion of students with special educational needs assessed by the Inclusion of Other in 

the Self scale 

How does the participation of students with special educational needs (SEN) in mainstream education affect their social 
inclusion? We introduce a single-item pictorial measure, the Inclusion of Other in the Self (IOS), to compare the social 
inclusion of SEN students attending mainstream regular schools to social inclusion of SEN students attending special schools. 
We collected responses from 138 parents of SEN students aged 4–20, to obtain data on the loneliness, friendships and social 
inclusion of SEN students. The parents of SEN students attending regular schools did not perceive their children to be less 
included than parents of SEN students attending special schools. School context decreased SEN students’ perceived 
loneliness independent of the school type. And while most SEN students’ friendships were formed at school, SEN students 
attending regular schools had more friends, and these were more likely to live in the same neighborhood. Overall, the social 
inclusion of SEN students across school types was not affected by the school type, only by the school’s inclusive 
characteristics. 
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0250070  
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Proceedings of the Royal Society B 
PAPERS 

MAURICIO GONZÁLEZ-FORERO & JORGE PEÑA – Eusociality through conflict dissolution 

Eusociality, where largely unreproductive offspring help their mothers reproduce, is a major form of social organization. An 
increasingly documented feature of eusociality is that mothers induce their offspring to help by means of hormones, 
pheromones or behavioural displays, with evidence often indicating that offspring help voluntarily. The co-occurrence of 
maternal influence and offspring voluntary help may be explained by what we call the converted helping hypothesis, 
whereby maternally manipulated helping subsequently becomes voluntary. Such hypothesis requires that parent-offspring 
conflict is eventually dissolved—for instance, if the benefit of helping increases sufficiently over evolutionary time. We show 
that help provided by maternally manipulated offspring can enable the mother to sufficiently increase her fertility to 
transform parent-offspring conflict into parent-offspring agreement. This conflict-dissolution mechanism requires that 
helpers alleviate maternal life-history trade-offs, and results in reproductive division of labour, high queen fertility and 
honest queen signalling suppressing worker reproduction—thus exceptionally recovering diverse features of eusociality. As 
such trade-off alleviation seemingly holds widely across eusocial taxa, this mechanism offers a potentially general 
explanation for the origin of eusociality, the prevalence of maternal influence, and the offspring’s willingness to help. Overall, 
our results explain how a major evolutionary transition can happen from ancestral conflict. 
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/full/10.1098/rspb.2021.0386  
 

Science 
REVIEWS 

CHRISTIAN C. RUFF – Long neglected by researchers, metacognition has made its way to the scientific spotlight 

Review of ‘Know Thyself: The Science of Self-Awareness’ by Stephen M. Fleming. 
https://blogs.sciencemag.org/books/2021/04/28/know-thyself/  
 

Trends in Cognitive Sciences 
PAPERS 

ANDREAS NIEDER – The Evolutionary History of Brains for Numbers 

Humans and other animals share a ‘number sense’, an intuitive understanding of countable quantities. Having evolved 
independent from one another for hundreds of millions of years, the brains of these diverse species, including monkeys, 
crows, zebrafishes, bees, and squids, differ radically. However, in all vertebrates investigated, the pallium of the 
telencephalon has been implicated in number processing. This suggests that properties of the telencephalon make it ideally 
suited to host number representations that evolved by convergent evolution as a result of common selection pressures. In 
addition, promising candidate regions in the brains of invertebrates, such as insects, spiders, and cephalopods, can be 
identified, opening the possibility of even deeper commonalities for number sense. 
https://www.cell.com/trends/cognitive-sciences/fulltext/S1364-6613(21)00087-5  
 

AARON SCHURGER et al – What Is the Readiness Potential? 

The readiness potential (RP), a slow buildup of electrical potential recorded at the scalp using electroencephalography, has 
been associated with neural activity involved in movement preparation. It became famous thanks to Benjamin Libet (Brain 
1983;106:623–642), who used the time difference between the RP and self-reported time of conscious intention to move to 
argue that we lack free will. The RP’s informativeness about self-generated action and derivatively about free will has 
prompted continued research on this neural phenomenon. Here, we argue that recent advances in our understanding of the 
RP, including computational modeling of the phenomenon, call for a reassessment of its relevance for understanding volition 
and the philosophical problem of free will. 
https://www.cell.com/trends/cognitive-sciences/fulltext/S1364-6613(21)00093-0 
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